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Universal Rapid Toaster
Installation Instructions

Safety Information

Indicates information important to the proper operation of 
the unit. Failure to observe may result in damage to the 
equipment and/or severe bodily injury or death.

Indicates information important to the operation of the unit. 
Failure to observe may result in damage to the equipment.

WARNING

CAUTION

Important

Prince Castle reserves the right to change specifications 
and product design without notice. Such revisions do not 
entitle the buyer to corresponding changes, improvements, 
additions or replacements for previously purchased 
equipment. This unit requires (2) 30 amp single phase 
outlets.

Installation

Remove the unit from the carton and inspect for signs 
of damage. If there is damage to the unit:
• Notify the carrier within 24 hours of delivery,
• Save carton and packaging materials for inspection 

purposes,
• Contact your local dealer, or if purchased directly, the 

Prince Castle Sales Department at 1-800-722-7853 
or 630-462-8800 to arrange for a replacement unit.

1

NOTE: When installing this unit, the ambient 
temperature at the mounting site should not exceed 
37.8°C (100°F).
Your toaster consists of two units positioned together 
to perform as an assembly. Two-unit assemblies must 
be equipped with a BBLZ and a bun chute that carries 
the product from the rear unit to the BBLZ.
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A. To install the 340-URT, designate one unit to be the 
“FRONT” chamber. The design is flexible to place 
the “CLUB TOASTING SLOT” either toward the 
primary or secondary side, depending on store 
management’s preference. Another factor to 
consider is cord placement in the assembly line.

B. NOTE: This bracket is installed by Prince Castle for 
shipping purposes only.

1. Remove two screws securing the shipping
stiffener bracket.

2. Repeat step 1 for the other shipping stiffener.
3. Discard the two shipping stiffeners.

Screws
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Slide the BBLZ into the front chamber of a two-unit 
assembly by pushing the BBLZ into the unit from the 
front towards the back.

4

Push the BBLZ about halfway into position and 
connect the wire assembly from underneath the BBLZ 
to the connectors on the base of the unit and the BBLZ. 
This connection provides power to heat the BBLZ. 

Wire Assembly Under BBLZ
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Universal Rapid Toaster
Installation Instructions

Installation (continued)

A. Push the BBLZ into position. The BBLZ is in the 
correct position when the mounting holes on the 
BBLZ align with the mounting holes on the toaster 
unit.

B. Insert screws to hold BBLZ in position.
C. Ensure all wiring is beneath the BBLZ and is not 

outside the toaster.

Mounting Holes Align

BBLZ Pushed Back into Position

6 A. On the “rear” chamber, push the bun chute into the 
toaster from the back toward the front, aligning the 
bun chute with the mounting holes on the back of 
the toaster unit.

B. Insert 2 screws into the back of the unit to hold the 
bun chute into position.

C. Insert 2 screws into the inside walls at the front of 
the chute.

 Rear Mounting Screws

Front Mounting Screws
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Universal Rapid Toaster
Installation Instructions

Installation (continued)

To connect toaster units, push the rear toaster unit 
behind the front toaster unit, tilting the rear unit back 
and raising the bun chute of the rear unit slightly so 
that it slides over the BBLZ of the front unit. 

Tilt back the rear chamber so the front edge of 
the rear bun chute slides over the front chamber’s BBLZ.

8

Insert the Wire Chute, ensuring the large open area 
before the grid is facing the Crumb Release Bar.9

Ensure all edges of the Wire Chute are inside the 
toaster and place on top of the BBLZ.10

All electrical connections must be in accordance with 
local electrical codes and any other applicable codes.
A. Ensure that there are no wires or cords above the 

unit.
B. Plug the unit into an applicable electrical 

receptacle.

CAUTION11
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Introduction

The Prince Castle Universal Rapid Toaster (URT) is an all-day toaster

and can toast all bread products - buns, bagels and muffins.

Essentially, the Prince Castle URT is two independent toasters connected to

form one functioning unit, which means:

- Either toasting chamber can toast any product at any time - toast all

muffins or all buns - or even buns in one chamber and muffins in the other.

You have the flexibilty to adjust the toaster to best fit your product mix and the time
of day.

- Makes changeover easier.

- Able to conserve energy by turning one chamber off during slow times.

- If one chamber goes down, you can remove one for repair and still have the

other chamber to toast.

Set-Up

Depending on your restaurant’s configuration, you have two possibilities

1. For both breakfast and lunch, place the URT at the end of the prep line

behind the prep table.

2. During breakfast, place the URT behind the UHCs and then move the

toaster behind the prep table for lunch.

When toaster is in breakfast mode, ensure that no wires or cords are above it.

To begin using the URT,

- Turn on the toasters by the switches located at the back of the toaster.

- On the respective control panels, press the  to select one of the desired products

bagels, muffins or buns.

- Allow the URT 10-15 minutes to warm up.

Whether you are toasting bagels or muffins, the loading process is similar.
1. Pre-split the breakfast product. This ensures that every bagel or muffin is

toasted consistently.

2. Load the product with the cut side facing the heater (cut side out)

3. Press 

- If for any time that you want to cancel the toasting cycle, press and hold

 for three seconds.

Tip: Place the UHC tray on the BBLZ so that it is easier to load the product.

Change-Over

The URT needs 15 minutes to completely transition from breakfast to lunch.

What has worked best for most stores is to:

 - Toast additional product of the lower volume breakfast items and hold in UHC

- Convert that chamber to buns at 10:10 so that it is ready to toast buns for

lunch. Keep the other chamber in its current breakfast mode so you can

continue to sell the higher volume sandwich.

- Convert the other at 10:30 and then begin using at 10:45.
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Pre-split bagels and muffins and

load cut-side out

Toast all products in 1 toaster!

Two independent chambers

give you flexibilty on what

products to toast.

                                                                                        

TOAST TIMES
Buns 16 seconds
Muffins 90 seconds
Bagels 50 seconds

These times are the pre-sets and 
may change due to several variables, 
including product tempering time 
and bakery.

Breakfast (Use only the front toaster for bagels)
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Lunch/Buns

The Prince Castle URT improves buns toasting so you can give your custom-

ers even a better product.

- By toasting directly on the platen, you will achieve a better toast - improved

carmelization and a hotter bun.

- There is a separate slot for the club/flatbread section, which allows toasting

on both sides!

The toaster can be easily loaded from either side of the prep table. Load the

buns so that the cut-side makes contact with the grey platen and then press

 to begin the cycle.

- If for any time that you want to cancel the toasting cycle, press and hold

 for three seconds.

You will notice that the walls move out a little during that cycle - don’t worry,

it’s by design as it helps the bun retain its shape.

Information Button

By pressing the , you will be able to view the toasters settings. Press the

 to scroll through the options. You’ll learn about

- Temperature settings and actual temperatures

- Programmed toasting times

- Compression settings

Adjustments

You have the ability to change the product settings to better control product quality.

A. Use the  to make fine adjustments from run to run.

B. Change the programming to make general changes (it is recommended that

you only adjust the TIME)

1.Press and hold 
 for six seconds.

2.Using  scroll through the products - muffins, bagels or buns.

- Once you have found the one, press 

3.Use   to scroll until you find toast time.

- Press 

4.Use the  to change the time.

- Press  

- Press the  several times to exit programming.

Toasting directly on the platen

improves toast quality. And

can toast on both sides of a

Big Mac club.

Load buns cut-side facing in

By pressing the Informa-

tion Button, you will have

instant access to all of the

toaster’s settings

Cleaning

Cleaning the URT is simple. Every hour wipe the BBLZ to remove any excess crumbs and seeds. At the end of

the day, use the provided cleaning tool and clean only the platens with high temp grill cleaner and then rinse.

Then wipe down the exterior with All-Purpose Super Concentrate (APSC) and sanitze with KAYQUAT.


